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re-search = me-search!



What is the first thing you notice when you see me?!





Good or bad?!



What is dysfunctional in one context can be functional in 
another!
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Restless Leg Syndrome 
Alcohol use disorder 

ADHD 
Autism 

Schizophrenia!



“A mental disorder or psychiatric disorder is a 
psychological term for a mental or behavioral pattern or 

anomaly that causes distress or disability, and which is not 
developmentally or socially normative. Mental disorders 
are generally defined by a combination of how a person 

feels, acts, thinks or perceives.”!
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Why research entrepreneurship and psychological disorders?!



Fine line between genius and insanity !
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Mental health largest reason for unemployment in Sweden 
Hampers economic growth 

OECD (2013)!



















Dysfunctional in employment 

Potentially functional in self-employment!





What is the link with entrepreneurship?!







When is too much a good thing?!





Optimism 





?!





Pushed away!



Furniture design 



Job design 



Disorders generally dysfunctional in labor market!



Pushed into entrepreneurship?!



Pushed into unemployment but not self-employment!



Any diagnosis 
Anxiety, depression, affective, drugs, alcohol 

Self-perceptions!



Neither causes nor cures anxiety & depression!



Why this lack of results?!
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Neurodiversity!



Still in the gene pool!



Some selection advantage!



Entrepreneurs can design their own work contexts!



Can pursue opportunities and create organizations suited to 
them!











Weak theoretical and empirical underpinnings 
Completely unrelated to scholarly work in entrepreneurship 



Dyslexia and ADHD more prevalent among entrepreneurs 



Dysfunctional in employment 
Potentially functional in self-employment!



ADHD, Dyslexia, Autism!



Some very suggestive possible linkages…!



ADHD!



Alertness to opportunity 
Focused 

Passionate 
Persuasive 

Work capacity!



Dyslexia!



Creativity 
Big picture thinking 

Spatial ability 
Memory 

Reliance on others!



High-functioning Autism (Asperger’s)!



Attention to detail 
Focus 

Pattern recognition 
Engineering abilities 
Certain sensibilities!







Resilience!





Many with ADHD, Dyslexia, Autism become successful!



Coping strategies can have value across context!



My research combines!

Coping strategies Inherent advantages 



Dysfunctional in employment 

Potentially functional in self-employment!



•  Research question 

•  Methods 

•  Theory 

•  Intended contribution  

•  Exploring the nature of entrepreneurship 
among people with disorders 

•  Multiple case study of entrepreneurs with 
ADHD, autism, dyslexia 

•  Psychology and learning of entrepreneurs 

•  Interesting to know! Moreover, we assume 
that certain (psychological) characteristics  
and learning abilities are important for 
entrepreneurship. Empirical cases of 
successful entrepreneurs with learning 
disabilities and mental handicaps represent a 
challenge to established theories. 



•  Research question 

•  Methods 

•  Theory 

•  Intended contribution
  !

•  Testing similarities within and differences 
across disorders in terms of opportunities 
pursued and ensuing organizations built 

•  Surveys of people with various disorders. 
Relying on EBV, support groups etc. 

•  Person–organization fit 

•  Generating theory related to person – 
organization fit in entrepreneurship generally 
and people with disorders specifically 



•  Research question 

•  Methods 

•  Theory 

•  Intended contribution
  !

•  How does entrepreneurship facilitate or 
hinder the achievement of important life-
aspirations among people with disorders? 

•  Case studies and/or surveys of people with 
various disorders. Relying on EBV, support 
groups etc. 

•  Self-determination theory 

•  Important to know if entrepreneurship is a 
feasible option for people with various 
disorders. Theoretically, extreme cases can 
shed light on the question for entrepreneurs 
in general 



•  Research question 

•  Methods 

•  Theory 

•  Intended contribution  

•  Prevalence, nature, and performance of 
entrepreneurs with disorders 

•  Panel of Swedish population matched with 
info on hospitalization or medication, or 
diagnoses and their career histories 

•  Occupational choice 

•  Providing systematic evidence to anecdotal 
assumptions about the extent and pros and 
cons of certain disorders in entrepreneurship 



Bigger picture!



Provide facts to be used for policy, education, and research!



Contribute to focus on abilities rather than disabilities 
Entrepreneurship can be viable career option!



Being different isn’t necessarily bad 



The End!


